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A game for 3-6 players, ages 12 and up

I. OvervIew Of the Game
Liberté covers the French Revolution from the meeting of the Estates-
General in 1789 to the Directory and General Napoleon Bonaparte’s 
coup d’état in 1799.

In Liberté, players shape the political landscape of revolutionary 
France. They compete in provincial elections to gain votes in the 
government and opposition which in turn award victory points. 
Successfully leading the army in battle and winning the election in 
key provinces will also score victory points.

The game is played over four turns with each turn consisting of 
multiple action rounds. The most common action is to play a card to 
stack faction blocks in the provinces. Special cards may be played to 
weaken rivals. Players may also participate in the battle and recruit 
the best General, among other options.

Players can retain some cards in their personal display. These cards 
can then be replayed (advanced) to resolve ties. If not used by the 
end of the turn, they return to the player’s hand, available for the next 
turn.

After the action rounds, the election is resolved in each province. The 
three factions competing for the new government are the Moderates 
(blue), the Royalists (white), and the Radicals (red). The player 
with the largest stack in a province controls that vote. Ties are very 
common, however, so players may advance their held cards to gain 
the advantage.

Typically, the player with the most victory points will win. Two 
sudden-death victory conditions can immediately end the game 
making victory points worthless. The Radicals can gain a landslide in 
the election or the Royalists can take back the country by controlling 
battleground provinces. Everyone must be watchful for the fervor that 
can quickly change France’s future!

II. COmpOnents & Game terms

A. Components
The components in the game are purposely limited. Only the disCArd 
pile is reshuffled when the deck runs out.

•	 1 Game Board: The board is divided into six Regions (identified 
by color) that are each further divided into four or five Provinces 
(identified by name and number). Some Provinces contain a 
Fleur-de-lis ( ) and some are worth Victory Points ( ). The 
board also features various tracks and boxes (identified by Blue 
Text throughout the rulebook) to record game information.

•	 110 Cards (A- & B-sets): The cards are divided into two sets. The 
A-set, which enters play first, favors the Moderates and Royalists 
while the B-set favors the Radicals. There are three types of cards:

o Personality Cards show an oval portrait of important individuals 
and a background color matching a Region. Personality Cards 
have one to three Faction Blocks in one of three faction colors 
that can be placed on the board. Personality Cards may be 
further marked with unique symbols:

	Cannon: may place one Control Token in the Battle Box, 

	Sans-Culottes: allows a fifth card to be placed in a personal 
display, and

	General: makes a player eligible to win a Battle.

o Club Cards represent the political groups during the era. Club 
Cards are wild (neutral background color) and have the Cannon 
symbol. Every Club card can place a single Faction Block in any 
Province or place a single Control Token in the Battle Box.

o Special Cards reflect common events used to remove other 
cards and Faction Blocks from play.

•	 82 Faction Blocks (28 Blue, 24 White, & 30 
Red): Square blocks marking a faction’s 
influence in the Provinces. Also used to 
tally votes after elections and mark Lost 
Battles.

•	 120 Control Tokens (20 each in 6 Player 
colors): Round disks showing ownership of 
the Faction Blocks on the board. Also used 
in Battle and to track game information. After 
the elections, Control Tokens are placed 
in the Presence in Government Box for players that 
voted for the government.

•	 3 Election Markers (Blue, White, & Red): 
Cylinders recording votes during elections. 
The faction receiving the most votes is the new 
government and its marker is moved to the Presence 
in Government Box.

•	 1 Turn & 1 Province Markers (Black): Cubes 
marking the current turn and election progress.

•	 6 Player Aids (1 per language): Summarize the turn 
sequence and key rules.
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Card Features
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11. Special Effect Special Card
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Prerequisite: Presence in Radical Government 

Discard any one stack of Faction Blocks from 
any one Province containing a Radical stack. 
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b. GAme terms
The following are important game terms and referenced with smALL CAps 
throughout the rulebook.

value: Determined by the quantity of Faction Blocks on either side of 
the card: one, two, or three. (Special Cards have no value.)

faCtIOn COlOr: Determined by the color of Faction Blocks on either 
side of the card: blue, white, or red. (The background color of 
Personality Cards determines where Faction Blocks can be placed 
but has no effect on faction color.)

DIsCarD: Once played, cards are typically discarded to a common 
pile. As soon as the deck is exhausted, shuffle the discard pile to 
form a fresh deck. The A and B designations no longer apply and the 
two sets will be mixed together from now on. 

returneD tO the bOx: Some Special Cards target players’ personal 
displays and permanently remove a card from the game. These cards 
are returned to the box and never re-enter the game.

staCk: One to three Faction Blocks of the same faction color placed 
on top of each other, along with a player’s Control Token. stacks 
determine control of a Province and return votes during the Election 
Phase. stacks are also discussed under Placement Rules on p. 4.

persOnal DIsplay: During the Action Phase, cards are played directly 
from a player’s hand. He may choose to save up to four cards (five if 
any show a Sans-Culottes symbol) in his personal display: an area 
on the table in front of that player. These cards may then be advanced 
during the Battle and Election Phases to break ties. Any cards 
remaining in the personal display are returned to the player’s hand 
at the start of a new turn, allowing a player to recycle useful cards. 
Players should consider keeping Generals and high value cards.

tIe: Given the struggle between factions, ties occur frequently. Each 
Phase outlines where a tie may occur and how to resolve it, typically 
by advancing cards from a personal display.

aDvanCe: During the Battle and Election Phases, tied players may 
push forward (play) a card from their personal display in order to 
break the tie. The card value (and sometimes the faction color) 
is important when determining which card to advance. All advanced 
cards are discarded whether the tie is resolved or not.

COntrOlleD: A Province is controlled by a player if his stack is higher 
than any other stack in that Province, including other stacks of the 
same faction color. controlled Provinces are also important during 
a sudden-death victory (see Royalist Counter-Revolution on p. 6).

vOte: During the Election Phase, each Province may return one vote 
for the faction of the matching stack. Paris may return up to three 
votes. The player controlling this stack holds one Faction Block until 
the end of the Phase and advances that faction’s Election Marker 
one space. votes are also important during a sudden-death victory 
(see Radical Electoral Landslide on p. 6).

GOvernment: The faction that receives the most votes during the 
elections forms the government. The player with the most matching 
votes is awarded 5 Victory Points (VPs). The player with the second 
most votes is awarded 2 VPs.

OppOsItIOn: The faction that receives the second most votes during 
the elections is the opposition. The player with the most matching 
votes is awarded 3 VPs.

presenCe: All players holding a vote in the faction color of the 
current government have presence in that government. presence is a 
prerequisite to playing some Special Cards.

III. set up
See back cover of rulebook for a graphical set up.

•	 Place the board in the middle of the table.
•	 Each player selects a set of Control Tokens. Unselected sets are 

returned to the box.
•	 Each player places one Control Token on the 0-space of the Victory 

Point Track to record total accrued Victory Points (VPs).
•	 Randomly determine a start player who places his Control Token 

on the first space of the Player Order Track. Then proceeding 
clockwise, each player places a Control Token in the next open 
space.

•	 Separate and shuffle the B-set cards and place this deck face-
down next to the board.

•	 Shuffle the A-set cards and deal seven cards face-down to each 
player.

•	 Place the remaining A-set cards on top of the B-set. Flip over the 
top three cards and place these face-up next to the deck.

•	 Separate the Faction Blocks by faction color and form a supply of 
each next to the board. Take two of each faction color and place 
them underneath the 2-space of the Turn Track (these Blocks will 
be returned to the supply at the start of Turn 2).

•	 Place the blue, white, and red Election Markers on the 0-space of 
the Election Track.

•	 Place the Turn Marker on the 1-space of the Turn Track.

•	 Place the Province Marker next to the Faction Block supplies.

Iv. Game turn
A turn is divided into the following Phases:

1. DetermIne player OrDer – skip on Turn 1
2. refresh hanD – skip on Turn 1
3. aCtIOn phase – players complete a variable number of 

Action Rounds
4. battle phase – skip on Turn 1
5. eleCtIOn phase

Each Phase is completed by all players in player order before 
proceeding to the next Phase.

1. DetermIne player OrDer
During Turn 1, this Phase is skipped as the player order was determined 
during Set Up.

At the start of Turn 2, return the six Faction Blocks on the Turn Track 
to their respective supplies.

In Turns 2-4, the accrued VPs determine player order. The new start 
player is the player with the most VPs, followed by players with the 
next most VPs, and ending with the last-place player.

In case of a tie, decide randomly among those tied who will take 
precedence. Control Tokens are arranged on the Player Order Track 
to show the new player order.

2. refresh hanD
During Turn 1, this Phase is skipped as the players’ hands were dealt 
during Set Up.

In Turns 2-4, players return to their hand any cards in their personal 
display (there is no hand limit).

In player order, each player may discard as many cards as desired.

Whether discarding or not, he then refills his hand to seven cards 
(unless already at seven or more in hand). Cards may be taken 
from those face-up next to the deck and/or drawn from the 
deck itself. Any face-up card taken is immediately replaced 
with the top card from the deck.
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3. aCtIOn phase
Each turn has a variable number of Action Rounds. A Round 

is completed once each player has taken one Action. Rounds are 
continued until one supply of Faction Blocks is exhausted and the 
last player takes the last Action of the Round.

In player order, each player takes one of the following three Actions:

a. aCtIOn: play CarD(s)

i. play 1 club or 1 personality card

ii. play second 1-value card*

iii. play 1 special card

b. aCtIOn: take CarD(s)

i. 9+ cards in hand, discard 2

ii. take 1 card

iii. take second 1-value card*

C. aCtIOn: pass

*NOTE: Some players may prefer the 1st Edition rules. If all players 
agree before the game, both * options (A.ii & B.iii) are ignored: only 
one Club/Personality Card can be played (with or without a Special 
Card) or only one card can be taken for one Action.

A. ACtion: pLAy CArd(s)
i. Play 1 Club or 1 Personality Card
The active player may play one Club or Personality Card from his 
hand to be used in one of two ways:

a) Place Faction Blocks in the Provinces; or

b) Place one Control Token in the Battle Box – skip on Turn 1.

a) Place Faction Blocks in the Provinces
A number of Faction Blocks equal to the card value and faction color 
are placed on the board.

If a Club Card is played, one Block can be placed in any Province.

If a Personality Card is played, the Blocks can be placed in any 
Province that matches the background color of the card (also 
represented as a black region within France on the card). When 
placing two or three Blocks, a player may place them in more than 
one Province in the same Region.

b) Place 1 Control Token in the Battle 
Box

In Turns 2-4, if there is a Cannon on 
the card, the player may place one of 
his Control Tokens in the Battle Box 
instead of placing Faction Blocks in 
the Provinces. Regardless of the 
card value, only one Control Token 
is placed in the Battle Box per 
Action. There is no limit to the 
number of Control Tokens that 

can be placed in the Battle 
Box during a turn.

ii. Play Second 1-Value Card*
A player may play a second Club/Personality Card if the following 
conditions are met:

a) The first Card placed a Faction Block in a Province (not a 
Control Token in the Battle Box); 

b) Both Cards are value-1;

c) Both Cards have the same background color or one/both is a 
wild Club Card (faction color is irrelevant); and

d) The second Faction Block must be placed in the same 
Region as the first Block.

iii. Play 1 Special Card
In addition to playing a Club/Personality Card, a player may play 
one Special Card from his hand. A player may choose to play only 
a Special Card but cannot play two Special Cards in one Action 
Round (even if a Club/Personality Card is not played).

The effect of the Special Card is resolved immediately; however, it 
may be played before or after a Club/Personality Card is played (see 
Special Cards on p. 6).

A player may still play a Special Card even if playing two Club/
Personality Cards; he may play the three Cards in any order.

b. ACtion: tAke CArd(s)
i. 9+ Cards in Hand, Discard 2
If a player has nine or more cards in hand when refreshing his hand, 
he must first discard two cards from his hand. If a player has less 
than nine cards in hand, he does not discard any.

ii. Take 1 Card
The player then takes one of the three face-up cards by the deck or 
draws from the deck itself. Any face-up card taken is immediately 
replaced with the top card from the deck.

iii. Take Second 1-Value Card*
If the first card taken was a face-up value-1 card by the deck, then 
a second face-up value-1 card may be taken as well. The card is 
immediately replaced with the top card from the deck.

A second card cannot be taken if a Special Card was taken or a card 
was drawn from the deck. It can, however, be taken if it was revealed 
after taking the first face-up card. A player does not discard any cards 
before drawing this second card even if he would now have nine or 
more cards in hand.

C. ACtion: pAss
In the unlikely event that a player does not wish to take an Action, he 
may pass. He may again take Actions if play returns to him during 
the same turn.

end of the ACtion phAse
The Action Phase ends when one supply of Faction Blocks is 
exhausted. However, play continues until the last player has 
completed his Action in the current Round (i.e., all players have the 
same number of Actions during a turn).

Placement Rules
Faction Blocks must be placed on the board as follows:

a) A single stack can only contain one to three Faction Blocks;

b) A single stack must be all the same faction color;

c) A single Province may only contain up to three stacks;

d) A player may control only one stack in a Province; and

e) All the Blocks in a stack belong to one player; a player can 
never add to another player’s stack.

When placing a stack, a player’s Control Token is placed on top to 
show that he controls that stack. A player may always add Faction 
Blocks to his previously placed stacks, as long as he follows the 
Placement Rules. A player cannot move or remove Blocks, except 
through the play of some Special Cards.

A player may not be able to place all of a card’s Blocks (i.e., the 
supply is exhausted or no available space in the Region), in which 
case he places as many as he can. A player may not, however, 

voluntarily place fewer Blocks than shown on the card.

Clean-up
After playing any card, it is discarded. Alternatively, 

a Club/Personality Card may be saved in the active 
player’s personal display. A player may have up to four 
cards in his display. If at least one card has the Sans-

Culottes symbol, he may keep five cards in his display.

Battle Box
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4. battle phase
During Turn 1, this Phase is skipped.

In Turns 2-4, there is a Battle. Players with at least one 
General Card in their personal display and at least one 
Control Token in the Battle Box are eligible to lead the 
Revolutionary Army. Of those eligible, the player who has 
the most Control Tokens in the Battle Box leads the Army 
and wins that Battle’s VPs (as shown under the Turn Track).

In case of a tie with the number of Control Tokens, each tied player in 
player order may advance one General. The player who advances the 
highest value General leads the Army and wins the VPs.

If the tie remains unbroken, nobody leads the Army; the Battle is 
considered a Lost Battle. If this happens, place a white Faction Block 
over the Battle (if none are available, place one after the elections 
have been resolved). A Lost Battle counts as a controlled Counter-
Revolutionary Province (see Royalist Counter-Revolution on p. 6).

If no General was advanced, no cards are discarded. Finally, all 
Control Tokens in the Battle Box are returned to their owners. 

EXAMPLE: Turn 2 is the “Battle of Valmy.” Christie has 1 control 
token in the Battle Box and 1 General in her Personal Display; 
Joshua has 2 tokens and 1 General; and Max has 3 tokens but no 
General. Although Max has the most control tokens, he is ineligible 
since he has no General. Between Christie and Joshua, Joshua has 
the most tokens and leads the army. Joshua scores 4 VPs and keeps 
his General as it was not advanced.

5. eleCtIOn phase
Elections are resolved as follows:

a. prOvInCIal eleCtIOns

b. the new GOvernment

C. vICtOry pOInts

A. provinCiAL eLeCtions
Remove all Control Tokens from the Presence in Government Box. 
Return the three Election Markers to the 0-space of the Election 
Track. Starting with 1-Normandie, proceed one Province at a time 
until all 27 elections have been resolved. Place the Province Marker 
on the Province being resolved to track the progress.

The election in a Province will normally return just one vote 
(Exception: Paris) to the faction with the highest single stack in a 
Province. The player controlling this stack takes one Faction Block 
from it and holds it until the end of the Election Phase. The rest of the 
Faction Blocks (if any) remain in the Province. The winning faction’s 
Election Marker advances one space on the Election Track.

With a stacking limit of three Faction Blocks, ties will be common. In 
case of a tie, each tied player in player order may advance one card. 
The faction color of his Card and stack must match in the contested 
Province (background color is irrelevant). The player who advances 
the highest value card wins the Provincial election; he takes one 
Faction Block from his stack and advances that faction one space on 
the Election Track.

If the tie remains unbroken, no vote is registered.

Whenever there is a tie, whether it is broken or not, all remaining 
Faction Blocks in that Province are returned to the supply after the 
election has been resolved. This includes the Faction Blocks of any 
player not involved in the tie.

EXAMPLE 1: The election starts in 1-Normandie, where Christie 
controls a stack of 3 red faction blocks, Joshua controls a stack of 2 
blues, and Max controls another stack of 2 blues. The red stack wins 
the election in the province, despite the fact that there is a total of 
4 blue faction blocks. Christie takes 1 of the red faction blocks from 
her stack and holds it for now. The red election marker is moved up 
1 space along the Election Track.

EXAMPLE 2: The election continues to 8-Île-de-France (Paris). 
Christie controls a stack of 3 red faction blocks, Joshua controls 
another stack of 3 reds, and Max controls 1 white block. There is 
a tie, which means cards may be advanced. Christie goes before 
Joshua in player order. She advances Jean-Paul Marat (#71), who 
is a 3-value red personality. Joshua decides not to advance a card. 
Christie wins and takes all 3 of her faction blocks and holds them. 
The red election marker is moved up 3 spaces on the Election Track. 
As there was a tie, all remaining faction blocks, including the white 
block, are removed from the province and returned to the supply. 
Christie discards the advanced Marat.

b. the new Government
Once all Provincial Elections have been resolved, the faction that 
received the most votes (i.e., it is furthest along the Election Track) 

will form the new 
government. Place 
its Election Marker 
in the Presence in 
Government Box. 
The faction that 
received the second 
most votes is the 
opposition. Its Election 
Marker remains on the 
Election Track.

In case of a tie on the Election Track, each player 
in player order may advance one card. The tied 
faction that has the highest value matching its 
faction color wins and any other factions on the 
same or lower level on the Election Track are 
moved one space back.

If there is still a tie, repeat the process until the 
tie is broken or players are unable or unwilling 
to advance a card. If the tie remains unbroken, 
the Radicals win over the Moderates, who in turn 
win over the Royalists.

C. viCtory points
Players now claim Victory Points. The player 
who holds the most votes (Faction Blocks) in the 
same faction color as the new government wins 
5 VPs. The player who holds the second most 
votes in the new government wins 2 VPs. The 
player who holds the most votes in the opposition 
wins 3 VPs.

EXAMPLE: The Radicals won the election 
with 12 votes; the Moderates won 8 votes, 
becoming the Opposition. Christie had 
the most red votes, which means she 
wins 5 VPs. Joshua had the second 
most red votes and wins 2 VPs. Joshua also 
had the most blue votes and wins another 3 VPs.

In case of a tie, each tied player in player order may advance one 
card. The player who advances the highest value card matching 
the faction color of the government/opposition wins the VPs. 
If there is still a tie, repeat the process among those tied 
until the tie is broken or players are unable or unwilling to 
advance a card.

Paris
The 8-Île-de-France (Paris) election is resolved as normal with 

the following exceptions:

1) Instead of taking one Faction Block, the election winner takes 
all of his Blocks from the stack. Each Block advances that 
faction one space on the Election Track (i.e., Paris could 
return up to three votes).

2) If after advancing cards there is still a tie, repeat the process 
among those tied until the tie is broken or players are unable 
or unwilling to advance a card. If the tie remains unbroken, 
no votes are registered. All remaining Faction Blocks are 

removed from the Province as normal.

Victory Point Provinces
Four Provinces contain a 1 VP or 2 VP icon. In Turns 3-4 only, 

the player who wins the election in these Provinces will also gain 
the VPs. If nobody wins the election, no VPs are awarded.

Presence in Government Box
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If the tie is broken for first place in the government, the 
player who lost the tie wins the second place VPs.

If the tie remains unbroken, the following occurs in each case:

•	 for first place in government, each tied player wins 3 VPs (second 
place VPs are still awarded);

•	 for second place in government, each tied player wins 1 VP; or

•	 for first place in opposition, each tied player wins 2 VPs.

Every player holding any votes matching the faction color of the 
new government has a presence in that government. Each of these 
players places one of his unused Control Tokens in the Presence in 
Government Box. presence is a prerequisite to playing some Special 
Cards.

All votes held by players are now returned to the supply. Faction 
Blocks on the board remain. The Turn Marker advances one space 
and a new Game Turn is started.

v. speCIal CarDs
Special Cards may target any player, including the one who played 
the card. There are six types in the game:

Bread Shortage (A-Set x4)
Remove any one Faction Block of the same faction 
color as the current government from any one Province. 
During Turn 1, any Faction Block can be removed. The 
affected Block is returned to the supply.

Emigration (A-Set x2)
Remove any one Royalist (white) Personality Card 
from a player’s personal display (including your own). 
The affected Card is placed on the discard pile.

Religious Problems (A-Set x2)
Remove any one Moderate (blue) or Radical (red) Faction 
Block from any one Province. The affected Block is 
returned to the supply.

Guillotine (B-Set x2)
Remove any one Personality Card from a player’s personal 
display (including your own). The affected Card is 
“decapitated” and returned to the box.

Purge (B-Set x4)
Prerequisite: Presence in Government
Remove any one Club or Personality Card from a player’s 
personal display (including your own). The affected Card is 
placed on the discard pile.

Terror (B-Set x6)
Prerequisite: Presence in Radical (red) Government
Remove any one stack of Faction Blocks from any one 
Province containing at least one Radical (red) stack. The 
Radical stack that allowed the Action to be taken may be 
the stack removed (i.e., Radicals can target themselves). 
The affected Blocks are returned to the supply.

Any one Club or Personality Card from a player’s personal display 
(including your own) may also be removed. The affected Card is 
“disbanded/decapitated” and returned to the box.

IMPORTANT: Once the end of the Action Phase has been triggered 
by exhausting one supply of Faction Blocks, the Phase cannot be 
extended even if a Special Card has returned Blocks from the board 
to the supply. The Round will still end once the last player has taken 
his Action.

vI.  enDInG the Game
The game can end due to one of the following three conditions:

1. enD Of 4 turns
If a sudden-death victory has not been triggered first, the game 
ends after Turn 4. The player with the most Victory Points is the 
winner.

In case of a tie, the tied player with the highest total value on 
all the cards in his personal display wins. If there is still a tie, 

all tied players share the win.

2. raDICal eleCtOral lanDslIDe
At the end of the Provincial Elections step, if the red faction gained at 
least 17 votes, the game ends immediately with a Radical Electoral 
Landslide. A Landslide may occur in any turn.

The player with the most Red Points is the winner. Each player adds 
together the following:

•	 All red votes (Faction Blocks) he holds from the elections,

•	 All red Faction Blocks he controls on the board, and

•	 All red Faction Blocks shown on the cards in his hand and 
personal display.

Accrued VPs count for nothing. In case of a tie, the tied player with 
the highest total Red Points on all the cards in his hand and personal 
display wins. If there is still a tie, all tied players share the win.

3. rOyalIst COunter-revOlutIOn
If at least seven Provinces with a Fleur-de-lis ( ) are controlled by 
white stacks, the game ends immediately with a Royalist Counter-
Revolution. It is up to the players to spot this condition but, if missed, 
cannot be claimed retroactively. A Counter-Revolution can only 
occur during Turns 3-4 and in any Phase except the Election Phase.

Each Lost Battle counts as one controlled Counter-Revolutionary 
Province, which reduces the number of Provinces that need to be 
controlled on the board.

The player with the most White Points is the winner. Each player 
adds together the following:

•	 All white Faction Blocks he controls on the board, and

•	 All white Faction Blocks shown on the cards in his hand and 
personal display.

Accrued VPs count for nothing. In case of a tie, the tied player with the 
highest total White Points on all the cards in his hand and personal 
display wins. If there is still a tie, all tied players share the win.

vII. CreDIts
Game Designer: Martin Wallace
Artists: Kurt Miller, Mark Poole, & Peter Dennis
2nd Edition Developer: Brian Mola
Executive Producer: Phil Sauer

French Translation: Yann Wenz
German Translation: Ferdinand Köther
Dutch Translation: Peter Kruijt
Italian Translation: Fabrizio Autino
Spanish Translation: Álex Ramos

Special Thanks to Stuart Dagger and John Rodriguez for the 
variant idea. 
Special Thanks to Yann Wenz for his research of French names.
1st Edition Playtesting: Simon Bracegirdle, Rob Mulholland, Richard 
Spilsbury, Matthew Ellis, Eddie Richards, Geoff Brown, Martin 
Burroughs, James Hamilton, Chris Boote, Paul Heald and friends, 
plus members of the Man of War games club. The designer would 
also like to thank the many people who have played the game and 
offered comments at various conventions, in particular Baycon, 
Stabcon, and Ramsdencon.

Without the inspiration of Paddy Griffith this game would not exist. I 
wish to dedicate this new edition to his memory. - Martin Wallace
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Spielaufbau
1.  Spieplan in der Tischmitte
2. Kontrollmarker der Spieler
3. 1 Kontrollmarker pro Spieler (SP)
4. Zufällige Spielerreihenfolge
5. Alle Satz B Karten mischen
6. Alle Satz A Karten mischen und 7 

Stück an jeden Spieler verteilen 
7. Stapel bilden & 3 Karten aufdecken
8. Steine nach Fraktionsfarbe 

sortieren 
9. 2 Steine jeder Fraktionsfarbe unter 

Feld Runde 2 setzen
10. Wahlmarker platzieren
11. Spielrundenmarker platzieren
12. Bereich für persönliche Auslage
13. Platz für Ablagestapel
14. Provinzmarker 

Set Up
1.  Board in the middle of table
2.  Players’ Control Tokens
3. 1 Control Token per player (VP 

Track)
4.  Randomly determine player order 
5.  Shuffle all the B-set cards 
6.  Shuffle all the A-set cards and deal 

7 cards to each player 
7.  Form deck & Flip over the top 3 

cards 
8.  Separate Blocks by faction color
9.  Place 2 of each faction color 

underneath the Turn 2 space
10.  Place the Election Markers
11.  Place the Turn Marker 
12. Personal Display Area
13. Discard Pile Area
14. Province Marker

Mise en place
1.  Plateau de jeu au milieu de la 

table
2. Jetons de contrôle des joueurs
3. 1 jeton de contrôle par joueur (Piste 

de score)
4. Déterminer aléatoirement l’ordre du 

tour 
5. Mélanger toutes les cartes du set B 
6. Mélanger toutes les cartes du set A et 

en distribuer 7 à chaque joueur 
7. Construire la pioche & retourner les 3 

premières cartes 
8. Trier les blocs par couleur de faction 
9. Placer 2 blocs de chaque couleur de 

faction sous la case Tour 2
10. Placer les marqueurs d’élection
11. Placer le marqueur de tour 
12. Zone de réserve personnelle
13. Zone de défausse
14. Marqueur de province 

Spelopzet
1.  Bord in het midden van de 

tafel
2. Controleschijfjes van de spelers
3. 1 Controleschijfje per speler 

(scorespoor)
4. Bepaal spelersvolgorde willekeurig 
5. Schud alle kaarten uit set B 
6. Schud alle kaarten uit set A en deel 

er aan iedere speler 7 uit 
7. Maak een dek en leg de bovenste 

drie kaarten open 
8. Sorteer de blokjes op factiekleur 
9. Leg 2 blokjes van elke factiekleur 

onder het vakje voor beurt 2
10. Zet de Stemmentellers neer
11. Zet de Beurtenteller neer
12. Eigen speelveld van spelers
13. Aflegstapel
14. Provinciemarkeerblokje 

Set Up
1. Tabellone al centro del tavolo
2. Segnalini Controllo dei giocatori
3. 1 Segnalino Controllo per Giocatore 

(Segna PV)
4. Determina a caso l’ordine del turno
5. Mescola le carte del set B
6. Mescola le carte del set A e 

distribuiscine 7 ad ogni giocatore 
7. Forma un mazzo e scopri le prime 

3 carte 
8. Separa i Blocchetti per colore 

fazione 
9. Piazzane 2 per ciascun colore 

fazione sotto lo spazio Turno 2
10. Piazza i Segnalini Elezione
11. Piazza il Segna Turno
12. Area Personale del Giocatore
13. Area Scarto
14. Segnalino Provincia 

Preparación
1.  Tablero en el centro de la 

mesa
2.  Fichas de Control de los jugadores
3. 1 Ficha de Control por jugador 

(Marcador de Puntos de Victoria)
4.  Decidir al azar el orden de juego 
5.  Barajar todas las cartas del mazo B 
6.  Barajar todas las cartas del mazo A 

y repartir 7 a cada jugador 
7. Formar un solo mazo y descubrir 3 

cartas 
8.  Separar los Bloques por color de 

facción
9. Poner 2 Bloques de cada color bajo 

la casilla del Turno 2
10.  Colocar la Ficha de Elecciones de 

cada Facción
11.  Colocar la Ficha del Turno 
12. Área personal del jugador
13. Zona para la pila de descartes
14. Ficha de Provincia 
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